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ON NOETHERIANNESS OF NASH RINGS

FULVIO MORA AND MARIO RAIMONDO

Abstract. We introduce a class of rings, called Nash Rings, which generalize the

notation of rings of Nash functions.

Let k be any field. A"be a normal algebraic variety in k", and U C X. A Nash ring

D is the algebraic closure of F(X. t\) in a suitable domain B such that U is

contained in the maximal spectrum of B and T( X, Qx) is analytically isomorphic to

B at each x£(/.

We show that D is a ring of fractions of the integral closure of T(X, Ç x) in B.

Moreover, if k is algebraically nonclosed and if every algebraic subvariety V C X

intersects U in a finite number of connected components (in the topology induced by

B), then D is noetherian.

Introduction. A Nash function on an open domain U of R" is a real analytic

function defined on U which is algebraic over R[Xx,...,Xn], i.e. there exists

P G R[XX,...,Xn, T] such that P(x, f(x)) = 0 for all x G U. The ring N(U) of the

Nash functions is the algebraic closure of R[Xx,...,Xn] in the ring O(U) of real

analytic functions.

The ring N(U) has been widely studied (cf. the references given in [1]), since it

seems to give a useful tool in real algebraic geometry. In this paper we consider a

class of rings (called Nash rings) which behave similarly to the ring of Nash

functions on an open domain of R". Let k be any field, X an irreducible, affine

algebraic variety defined over k (cf. [6]) and let U be a subset of X; then a Nash ring

(relative to (X, U)) is the algebraic closure D of T(X, 6X) in a suitable domain B

(which will play the role of O(U)) (cf. §3) for more details).

The main results obtained in this work are the following:

(i) If X is normal then D is a ring of fractions of the integral closure of T( X, Qx)

in B (cf. Theorem 4.2).

(ii) If X is normal and k is algebraically nonclosed, then we give a sufficient

condition in order to have D noetherian (cf. Theorem 4.4).

These results extend, respectively, Corollary 3.1 of [1] and Theorem 2.1 of [5] in that

we do not assume that k — R and that X is nonsingular.

All of the above applies notably to the case when X is a normal real variety, U is

an open (or compact) subset such that B = T(U, Ax) is an integral domain (where A

denotes the sheaf of real analytic functions). So the Nash functions will be those

analytic functions which verify an algebraic relation over the polynomials. We point

out that in this paper there is no "semialgebraic type" assumption.
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1. We recall some definitions and properties of algebraic geometry on any field

(for a general reference see [6]) and set some notations.

Let k be any field, for a /^-algebra R we denote by Sl(R) the set of all maximal

ideals of R and by ük( R ) the subset of maximal ideals with residue field k. Both will

be endowed with the topology induced by Spec(/?). An affine algebraic variety is a

pair (X, 6X) where X is a Zariski closed subset of some k" and G^- is the sheaf of

regular functions on X. We will denote 1"^ = T(X,QX) the ring of global sections of

0^ and we always consider the case where X is irreducible, i.e. Tx is an integral

domain. It is well known that Tx == N~XP where P is an integral finitely generated

fc-algebras such that Pirn = (0) where m Gttk(P) and jV={/eP|/?mVmE

2k(P)}. It turns out that Tx is an excellent ring (cf. [2, p. 259]). We will use the

following important family of polynomials.

1.1. Proposition. Let k be an algebraically nonclosed field. Then for each n£N

there exists a homogeneous polynomial Qn G k[Xx,... ,Xn] such that Qn(xx,... ,xn) =

0 if and only if (xx,...,xn) - (0,...,0).

Proof. Cf. [6, Corollary 1, p. 31].

Finally, for any local ring R we denote by hR (resp. R ) the henselization (resp.

the completion) of R with respect to its maximal ideal. For a domain A we will

denote A0 its quotient field and A the integral closure of A in Aa.

2. In this section we deal with the local case. Let (A, m), (B, 2>c) be local domains

(not necessarily noetherian) such that A C B is a local homomorphism and let D be

the algebraic closure of A in B.

2.1. Lemma. The ring D is local with maximal ideal n — 3R O D.

Proof. Let a G D, a £ m n D. Then l/a is an element of B which is algebraic

over D and so l/a G D.

As in the following sections we will always suppose that the ring A is excellent (cf.

§1). We will also make this assumption for the next local results which actually hold

under weaker algebraic assumptions, and restrict our study to the case of normal

rings.

2.2. Proposition. Let (C, p) be a local domain such that ACCGD with

n C\ C — p, A — B and A a normal excellent domain. Then C is noetherian (conse-

quently D is so).

Proof. Since A is local, normal excellent domain, we get A is a normal domain

(cf. [2, Theorem 79, p. 258]). Thus by [3, 44.1, p. 188] the henselization hA is

algebraically closed in A and therefore it is the algebraic closure of A in A . We

now have C — A (since m = i> n A) so that hC =hA is a noetherian domain. Our

contention follows then by the faithful flatness of C -* hC.

2.3. Proposition. Let A be a normal excellent domain and let E denote the integral

closure of A in B. Then D == S~XE where S - E - (Tt D E).
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Proof. Let F be the integral closure of A in A and T = F — ( m D F ). We have

hA = T~xF(cf. [4, Corollary 1, p. 127]); it is easy to check that the following diagram

is a cartesian square.

5'£     -     D

I I
T]F     -     hA

Then, both the lower and upper arrows are isomorphisms.

3. We now give the definition of a Nash ring as a generalization of the ring of

Nash functions on an open domain of R".

If U is an open domain of R", then the ring of Nash functions on U, N(U) is the

algebraic closure of R[Xx,... ,Xn] in the ring 0(U) of real analytic functions defined

over U. It turns out that N(U) is the algebraic closure of TR., in O(U) and that for

each x E U there exists a maximal ideal 9JÎ Y E 2k(0(U)) such that ((IV),M n rR„)"

= (0(U).m ) =s RlXx.Xj. We use these properties as definition.

Let k be any field, X an irreducible affine algebraic variety defined over k and let

A = Tx. Let now U C X be a subset. We say that a ring D is a Nash ring relative to

(X,U) if
(1) there exists an integral domain B with the properties

(i) A <=■» B is a homomorphism of /r-algebras,

(ii) there is an injection U °* fiA( B) such that if x h-> î»f v then

3HxriA = mv= {/€i4|/(x) = 0},

(iii) for each x E Í7 we have (y4m )  - (73,^. ) .

(2) D is the algebraic closure of A in B. Clearly, D does not depend only on ( X, U)

but also on the choice of B which is not uniquely determined. We will also consider

the following property for a ring R with A C R C B:

(*)u fG Ris such that/ g Tîx n fl for all x G U then 1/fGR.

3.1. Remarks, (i) If t3 satisfies (*)<, then Z) does. In fact, iff G D,f& ÏÏHX n D for

all x E U then l/f G B and so if 1// E Z) it is algebraic over it.

(ii) U can be identified with a subset of Qk(D) as well as a subset of S2A(£), where

£ is the integral closure of A in B.

3.2. Lemma. // the base field k is algebraically nonclosed and B satisfies (*)v then:

U -tik(D)-tik(B).

Proof. We prove that tik(B) = U and the same proof will work for £lk(D) - U.

Let TI G Qk(B). Then SK n A = m e fi(^) and m = (g,.g,M (because /I is

noetherian). Therefore there exists xGU such that g,(x) = 0, ;= 1.t.  Let

feWl and A = ß,+ ,(/, g.g,) (cf. Proposition 1.1). Then /i E W. If for ail

y G U, h E 2R,, then l/h G B and so ÏÏJc = /3, a contradiction. Therefore there exists

j E C/ such that /¡ E 9Jc,.; then/íj') = 0 and g¡(y) = 0 for ; = 1,...,/. We conclude

that y = x and ÜTJc = ü»',.
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3.3. Proposition. Let x G U, nx = Wx n D and mx = Wx n A. Then Dn is a

subring of the algebraic closure Gx of Am in B,m . Moreover Dn and Gx are noetherian

local domains.

Proof. By Proposition 2.2 it is enough to prove that Dn   C Gx. Let/ = a/b G Dn

with a, b G B C B,m  and b £ Wlx, then/ E B,m . Since b is algebraic over A C Am ,

we have b G Gx and also l/b G Gx (since it is algebraic over it). Then a/b — f G Gx.

4. From now on we suppose that A- is a normal variety (i.e. A = Fx is a normal

domain). We consider a Nash ring D as given in §3. We also suppose that B is

normal and that (*),j holds.

4.1. Remark. The assumption that B is normal ensures that D is, as it is easily

checked using the fact that D == D0 D B. The following theorem extends a result of

[1, Corollary 3.1].

4.2. Theorem. Let S = {f G E\f(x) ^OVxG U}. Then D = S'XE.

Proof. Let/ E D and let K = (A[f])0; we denote by Ak = D D K and by G the

integral closure of A in ZC Clearly, it is enough to prove that AK = T'XG where

T= (g E G|g(x) ^0 VxE U). Since Z) is normal (cf. Remark 4.1) we have

G C D and by (*)v T~XG C Z), hence T~XG C ^.

Now let A — Tx — N~XP be affine representation (cf. §1) and let F be the integral

closure of P in K. Then G = N~XF.

Let // denote the integral closure of P[f] in K. Then F C H, for a fixed x E U;

let qA. = {g E ZZ|g(x) = 0} and P^ = qx n £. Since £p and Z7q have isomorphic

henselizations, we have (cf. [3, p. 187]) that ht(qx) — ht(t?x) and so ax is isolated in

its fiber. By Zariski's Main Theorem (cf. [4, Theorem 1, p. 41]) it is easy to see that

£Pv =* Ha , hence/ E £p . We conclude that/ E nxe[/£p = AT'£ where A/ = {A E

F\h(x) ^0Vx6 £/}. Since N C M we have/ E r_IG. '

In order to prove our main theorem we give the following version of the condition

(P) given by Risler (cf. [5, p. 367]) in the context of rings of Nash functions.

(C) For all p E Spec(^4), the ring B/pB has a finite number of idempotents (i.e.

Spec (B/yB) has a finite number of connected components).

4.3. Corollary. If k is algebraically nonclosed, then ß(Z)) = &k(D) ^ U.

Proof. In fact, if n E Í2(£>), n fl £ = n' is a maximal ideal of £ (since D is a

localization of £). By Going Up n' D A is a maximal ideal of A, then n n A = n' n

^"1, = (gx,...,g,)A with x G X. Now let/E n and let A = Ql+X(f, gx,...,gt).

Then there exists y G U such that A(^) = 0 (if h(y) ¥= 0 for all y E Í7, then h is a

unit in D), therefore g¡(y) — 0 for all i = l,...,t and so y = x and f G nx. By

Lemma 3.2 we have U - Í2(Z)) == Qk(D) - Qk(B).

4.4. Theorem. In the above setting if the base field k is algebraically nonclosed and if

condition (C) holds, then D is noetherian.
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Proof. We first show that, for all p E Spec(^4) there is only a finite number of

primes q, in D lying over p and such that /¡/(q,) = ht(p). For all n E £2(Z)), Dn is

noetherian by 3.3. Then for all q £ Spec(Z)), Dg is a localization of a suitable Dn and

so it is noetherian.

Now let q E Spec(Z)), p — q Pi A and n D q be a maximal ideal of D, ht(q) =

ht(X>) because Dn and AnnA have the same henselization (cf. [3, p. 187]). Now

B ®Ak(p) is a localization of B ®AA/)p so that, by (C), B ®Ak($) has a finite

number of idempotents; hence also D ®A k(p) has a finite number of idempotents.

Now, for all q E Spec(Z)) lying over p, since Da is noetherian and ht(q) — ht(p), we

have dim(Da ®A¡i k(p)) = 0 (cf. [2, Theorem 19]), then D ®A k($) is artinian (it is

O-dimensional with a finite number of idempotents). We can conclude that there is a

finite number of primes q,,..., q 5 lying over p. Moreover if p D is primary (cf. [3,

p. 187]) then pZ) = n;=]q,.

We now show that n E fi(Z)) are finitely generated, in fact n is the only maximal

ideal of D lying over m — n C\ A — (gx,.. -,g,)A, hence mZ) = (g,,.. -,g,)D.

The conclusion of the noetherianness of D follows as in Risler's proof (cf. [5, p.

372]), using descending induction on the height of prime ideals and the fact that if

all primes of height s* h are finitely generated then all ideals of height > h are so (cf.

[5, Lemma 2.13]). Let q E Spec(Z)) and p = q D A, then p£> = q n q, n • • • nqr

where ht(q) = ht(p) = ht(cij). The thesis follows using the exact sequence of

Z)-modules.

0^pZ7-q©(q1n---nqr)^q + (<7,n---nqr)-*0.

We explicitly remark that we proved indeed a possibly stronger version of Theroem

4.4. More precisely we showed that

4.5. Theorem. If k is algebraically nonclosed then D is noetherian if and only if

D/v D has a finite number of idempotents for every p G Spec(Z)).

We do not know if the converse of Theorem 4.4 holds. For the case of rings of

Nash functions are [5, Proposition 3.1].
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